TO THE EVENING STAR

1) How does the poet address the evening star?
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the poet addresses this poem to the star. He uses a
personification to emphasize the fact that the star is an
“angel”, due to the fact that she protects us all the time.
2) What does the poet mean by the blue curtains of the sky?
The poet uses the metaphor the “blue curtains of the sky” to
express how the day becomes the night, in order to describe
how the first star of the night appears.

3) How does the poet say that the ambiance in the night is
very calm and quiet?
By presenting an alliterative stanza with the letter “s”, the
poet is able to emphasize how the ambiance is very quiet
and calm. He is able to express how silent the night is,
through the oxymoron “speak silence”.

4) What poetic technique does the poet use to highlight the
change of darkness into silver?
the poet makes use of the binary opposition to outline the
change of darkness into light. He emphasizes the difference
between them by symbolizing the fact that “dusk” represents
darkness while the “dew” represents light. He also makes use
of the religion since he tells us how the star, “The
angel” (Jesus) purifies us at night and take away all the
darkness of ourselves.

5) How does the poet indicate that the evening star appears
only for a short period of time?
William expresses that the “angel of the evening”, the star,
appears only for a short period of time because, through
that personification, he is able to outline that, for that
moment, she is the only one in the sky. That means that when
the following stars turn up, she will be mixed up with them.

6) What words indicate the poet’s uncertainty and fear when
the star disappears?
The poet portrays how innocent and vulnerable we are at
night by symbolizing us with the indefence “flock”. This is
because the star is mixed with others and we feel we are
unprotected. We also feel that uncertainty because of the
auditory images the poem present. The fact that “The lion
glares through the forest”, “the wolf rages wide” and both
hunt at night, makes us feel vulnerable
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